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About This Game

Welcome to the world of Zombie Watch! You are the one of a few that survived a virus that has infected most of the population
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and turned them into flesh-eating zombies. Take on this challenge of survival in a harsh and brutal environment.

Zombie Watch is a top-down, open world survival game that will take you to a post-apocalyptic world, where you are going to
encounter many different zombies and wildlife. Gather, mine, scavenge for resources and build a self-sustaining base with

defenses to fend off the incoming zombie hordes. Craft or find weapons, armor, medicine and much more.<

STORY

You wake up in a post-apocalyptic world overrun by bloodthirsty zombies that are after you around the clock. They can smell
you from the distance, hear every step you take if you are not careful and make you their one and only target once they spot you.

While living in hiding or fighting for your life, you also have to attend your basic human needs. It would be a shame if you
perished of starvation or cold. Use your survival skills,, make and set traps and build a self-sustaining base with a great defense!

Enter the world of Zombie Watch – be aware of your surroundings and keep a good watch!

FEATURES

- Breathtaking graphics

  Enjoy the realistic landscape in a high-quality graphics.

- Open world
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  Large realistic open-world landscape

- Inventory system

  Find or craft different clothing items, weapons, food and other equipment to carry on you at all times.

- Survivors Bases

  Build a great defense system for your survivors to keep the zombies out.

- Zombie Hordes
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  Different zombies will attack you in hordes or one on one but they will also periodically attack your base. They can smell you
from afar and hear your every step unless you are careful. When you get bitten or otherwise wounded, you are going to be able

to heal
your wounds.

- Food and water system

  You have basic human needs and you need food and water. You will be able to plant a few seeds and grow your own food.

- Crafting

  Find or craft your own weapons and armor. Cook, brew potions, scavenge, gather herbs, grow your own garden, mine ore,
chop down trees and much more to come.

- Exploration

  Explore the surroundings of the living, breathtaking world and gather food and items. Everything can come in handy.

WEAPONS
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We will have a large variety of weapons e.g. pistols, assault rifles, shotguns, sniper rifles, crossbow, bow, swords, axes, shields,
knives and much more. All of these items can be found or crafted at your crafting stations. You will be able to craft or find

ammo.

BASE BUILDING

Chop down trees and carry logs to your base, mine and refine different kinds of ore or metal. Scavenge for provisions or grow
your own food. Create a base with a great defense you can be proud of.

ZOMBIES
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Zombies will attack your base in hordes repeatedly in waves. You can bunker down or fight the enemy directly. They will also
attack you randomly while you are out exploring the landscape. You can heal your wounds when they bite or scratch you and

keep on fighting. You need to make sure you have healing potions or bandages in your inventory at all times.
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Title: Zombie Watch
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Wildlak
Publisher:
Wildlak
Release Date: 10 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 64-bit or Windows 8.1 64-bit or Windows 10 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core i5 or equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 550 or ATI™ Radeon™ HD 6XXX or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 20 GB available space

Additional Notes: Minimum requirements may change during development.

English,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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I really wish I could recommend this game. As you can probably tell from other reviewers, it is a blatant Limbo rip-off, without
any of the ambience, mystery, or atmosphere of Limbo. If this game had come out first, it would have certainly had more of an
impact. Not to say that it wasn't an enjoyable, short, somewhat challenging platformer. The graphics are also quite nice, and if
you are going to rip off a game visually, you of course could do much worse than ripping off Limbo's visuals. The addition of
color is nice, but it doesn't save the visuals from lacking the polish, weight, depth, and subtleties that Limbo has. Animation is
also much more stilted than Limbo's, and the hidden areas and switches are in some cases too hidden and you only stumble upon
them by just running into the edges of structures haphazardly searching where to go next.

Also for those of you playing on Steam Link with an Xbox controller, I had a number of issues. Occasionally pressing the jump
button would trigger two successive jumps in a row which is killer on some of the more precise platforming sections. Also there
was no "use" button which made some of the puzzles impossible to complete with this controller, which is ridiculous. I had to go
complete the puzzles with my computer mouse in these circumstances. I'm not sure if this is an oversight on the developer's part
as I have had a number of issues on various games which say they properly support controllers via Steam Link...and then they
don't. I used a PS3 controller attached to my computer and it worked fine, there were no problem's with the "use" button. I
haven't attempted hooking up the Xbox controller to my computer though so I'm not sure if this was an issue with the Xbox
controller and Steam Link, or the Xbox controller in general for this game. Also this was tested on OSX. Maybe less issues on
Windows, I'm not sure.. how can u hype for this ? I dont understand where this game is going making me pay 5$ for a default
basically? You guys gotta gives us some sixpath or shishui something like that not this. great game well structured but still open
ended kinda reminds me of borderlands meets a wave shooter and ilove it. Hard as f***, but if you get used to frustration and
going to your limits concerning multitasking due to getting attacked conastantly while having only a limited amount of time to
finish some task, you are starting to like it.
Challenging, nice graphics and witty narration.

Only real negative point, even if you dial down the narrators nagging in the settings, he keeps pestering you about that you are
too slow all the time, which is awfully annoying when you need to fight several attacking groups at once, get your eco running
and fullfill tasks.. The game development is stalling in regards of features. And now the devs decide to take away the only way
to have multiple Dinos on one server to play with your friends. Don't like your trike on one evening? Tough luck either you
throw away its 7 hr grow time or you will not play anything else. Of course you can take a different server, but then you might
be seperated from your friends. Mind boggling decision and I'd say stay away for now as this looks like just a cash grab to make
people buy additional copies of the game.. The beautiful music from the game you can listen to anytime.. boosts your game very
fast. i remember when i first played this as a child and i imagine that this applies to others too. it's a fun game with nice graphics
and nice, smooth animations. it's sometimes glitchy though but that just makes it funner.. Not Bad Game. When I try to
download the initial file to run the software, it on't download and apparently has to sync forever. I do not recommend this app
and I think it was a huge waste of money. I would love a refund for buying this terrible app.
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T̖͎̭̟͔̹h͕̗̪̞̗ ̶͕͕e̩̰̝̞̤͢ͅ ͓̫̖
̛̯F͓͎̕ ͙̭͖͈̳̀l̪a̻̟̫͝ͅ ̬͓̹̙T̡̫͓̙̳. I just finished the game and although I did enjoy it and the battles were very challenging, a great improvement over
Legionwood 1's battles which were pretty simple strategies.

Unfortunately the story just failed to grab me, I kept thinking "Right beat that boss, soon the map will open up and the story will
start to make sense - Oh no wait I just finished it. Huh."

The ending is... abrupt to say the least. I got what I believe to be the best ending of the game, Reboot A. Where a stable time
loop is formed which sets up the next game's Plot - Heroes of Legionwood. But also makes everything I did be reset. So... Yay?
I guess?

I did enjoy the game, Its well made. Its just the story failed to grab me like the first Legionwood: Tale of Two Swords did.

Still lthat game was free and this one was cheap so I feel like I got my money's worth by far ^_^. + great mood and visuals
+ interesting, detailed lore
+ nice RPG elements
+ the fragmentation of the campaign into trials
+ skills add a decent amount of depth to the combat

- iffy combat, takes a while to get used to
- some monsters like the elementals are outright doinks, but that's more a consequence of the iffy combat

Overall, I recommend it, it somehow feels old school to me while also looking very new and modern. Good job! If the combat
could get a little better (or I learn how to play better), it would be freaking awesome! I want to at least auto-turn to the enemy
when I'm in range and I attack (but maybe I've just become a filthy casual, oh no!). Poorly translated Russian (note: might not
be Russian) horror game with week puzzles and cheap mechanics.. Shatter gives the traditional Breakout gameplay a nice twist.
Coupled with an awesome OST this game is definitely worth owning.
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